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OUR WORKERS IN PHILLIP INES 
The following is a letter dated, J atmary 6, 1937 from Mr. Lttgum Uka, Secretary 

of our branch Society in the Phillij,i11es :-

MY DEAR BROTHER,-Assalamualaikum, I 
received your letrer of December 10, 1936 and 1 
am very glad. Really I have not written to you 
for quite a long time, but brother, that does not 
mean that I have stopped working for the noble 
cause of Islam. No, far from it. True, my school 
work keeps me in school most of the time but I 
preach Islam to people whom I chance to 
converse with. In all my conversations, I always 
quote some passages from the Holy Quran and the 
sayings of our Holy Prophet (peace be on him)". 

Our Society is as active as ever. \Ve have 
not yet built our Muslim centre but plans are 
nnder way. We are also making plans for our 
anuual reunion (meeting) at the close of the school 
year some time on April 1, 1937. All members as 
well as prospective ones are expected to attend. 
Do you h11ve some message to be read by me at 
that time to the congregation "? I shall appreciate 
it very much as that will give each member an 
assurance of your moral support. 

We the members of the local Anjuman (branch) 
have a novel way of tabligh. In the absence of a 
regular missionary force, each member is a 
veritable missionary himself. He is expected to 
give a true picture of Islam to others by his actions 
aud speech and then with the aid of the Islamic 
literature that you send us now and then, each 
member preaches to others the real principles, 
because, Islam in this country as in other countries 
bas been and still is much misrepresented by 
profe~sional missionaries of the Cross. The wrong 
impression tb'lt has been created in the minds 
of the people is so well entrenched that it will 
take years to remove. Why, even in our school 
text-books Islam is represented as •• a Religion 
of the sword with the Prophet as the human 
butcher !" The child entering school is, therefore 
taught from the kindergarten to college that Islam 
is a Religion 1;1ot worth professing. So you C!l.n 
see our difficulties, but onr Society bas begun its 
work and it will not turn back. not till every one 
of us here is dead (and we are many). 
Yes, the Ahamadiyya Movement of the Philipines, 
with God's help, is bound to succeed in its work of 

preaching the truth of Islam, for Truth eventually 
must prevail. 

You ask me in your letter if I still need 
literature for distribution, and I should say-Yes. 
Your literature is always in demand wherever I go. 
Tbe literature (pamphlets) you sent me last year 
have all been distributed that very day they 
arrived. I still have the Holy Quran (without 
Arabic Text) however, but it will be placed in our 
Society's Library for circulation among the mem
bers. In fact it has been borrowed by non
members many times. Whatever other hooks on 
Islam you may send us in future and other book& 
that we members may purchase will all be added 
to the Society's library. We pr.efer to call it "The 
Manzur Library" iu your honour for it is through 
you that we receive Islamic literature. 

Almost every day, some persons come to me 
for some Islamic literature. Many of them even 
want to buy, especially the Holy Quran. I lent 
them the catalogue but then the difficulty in 
remitting money to India comes next. 

I shall appreciate it very mnch if the litera• 
ture you will send me will reach me before the 
annual meeting as that will enable me to distribute 
some to the members. I am still waiting for the 
•• Quran Primer" and the" Muslim Prayer Book" 
which you will send me. The former I need for 
my translation work, the latter for guidance and 
instruction to members. 

LUGUM OKA 

Maulana Muhammad Ali's Message 
DEAR BRs:THREN,-As-salamn-alaikum wa 

rahmat ullahi wa barakatuh (Peace be with 
yon and the Mercy of Allah and His blessings). 
It gives me the greatest pleasure that in snch a 
distant corner of the world, cut off from all other 
Muslim associations, a band of zealous young men 
is holding aloft the banner of Islam. Indeed I 
feel prond that thongh you have so recently joined 
the Mujaddid's Movement- a Movement which has 
the sole object of carrying the message of Islam 
to the distant corners of the world-your enthnsiasm 

(See J,age 8) 

www.alahmadiyya.org
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WOIIDS OF WISDOM 
They never fail who die 
In a great cause; the block may soak their 

gore; 
Their head may sodden in the sun; their 

limbs, j 
Be strung to city gates and castle walls- , 
But still their spirit walks abroad. 

-Byron. 
*•* 

Do not call those who die in the cause 
of Allah as dead. Nay, they are alive but 
ye understand not. -T!te Quran. ! 

Great deeds cannot die: i 
They with the sun and moon renew their ! 

light i 
For ever blessing those that look on them. I 

-Tennysott. , 
*•* I 

Verily those who are Believers and 1 

those who are the Jews and the Christians 
and the Sabeans-(whoever believes in 
Allah and the Life Hereafter and does good 
deeds)-for them is their reward with the 
Lord. No fear shall overtake them nor 
shall they grieve. 

No I true freedom is to share 
All the chains our brothers wear, 
And with heart and hand to be 
Earnest to make others free. 

-Lou•ell. 

And what reason have you that you 
should not fight in the way of Allah while 
the weak among the men and women and 
children say: " Our Lord I Take us away 
from this place whose people are oppressors 
and be Thou our Guardian and Helper. 

-T!te Quran. 

Not by shunning work is freedom from 
action gained, nor by mere renouncements 
doth man to perfect state arise . . 
But he who subduing the senses by the mind 
is unattached yet active with Devotion's 
work, he is worthy of his calling. 

-The Gita. 

It is no virtue that you turn your faces 
towards the east or west. But virtue is 
this that one, having faith in God, should 
spend of his wealth out of His Jove on his 
relations, on the orphans, on the poor and 
the wayfarer and the needy and on the 
emancipation of the slave and should keep 
up prayer and give charity. And those 
who are patient in great straits and afflic
tions and in the hour of fighting-they are 

-Tlte Quran. , the righteous ones and they are the virtu-
! ous. 

doers of the / 
-Jesus. 

I would that ye were 
word-not hearers only. 

*•* 
Why do you say what you do not do. 

It is a thing of great repugnance with God 
that you say what you do not do. 

-TlteQuran. 

In nature every moment is new. The 
past is always swallowed and forgotten ; 
the coming only is sacred. Nothing is 
secure but life. No truth so sublime but 
may be trivial tomorrow in the light of new 
thoughts. People wish to be settled: only 
as far as they are unsettled is there any 
hope for them. -Emerson. 

*•* 

Every moment He puts on a new 
form . . • Let a soul ponder what it 
sends forth ahead for Tomorrow. 

-TheQttran. 

Is it true freedom but to break 
Fetters for our own dear sake 
And with l~athern hearts forget 
That we owe mankind a debt? 

-Tlte Qura1i. 

A little consideration of what takes 
place around us every day would show us 
that a higher law than that of our will 
regulates events, that our painful efforts are 
unnecessary and fruitless, that only in our 
easy, simple, spontaneous action are we 
strong. And by contenting ourselves with 
obedience we may become divine. We need 
only obey. There is guidance for each of 
us and by lowly listening we shall hear the 
right word. 

-Emerson. 

What ! . Do ye seek a religion other 
than the religion of God while everything 
that is in heavens or earth is obedient to 
His will whether they will it or not and 
unto Him are all to return • . • Aye, 
he who sets his face in obedience to Allah 
and he is the doer of good, no fear shall 
overtake him nor shall he grieve. 

-The Qu1'an. 
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Tue■day, March 16, l937 

Finality and Progress 
ls the doctrine of the finality of 

prophethood really incompatible with the 
idea of growth and progress underlying the 
scientific doctrine of evolution? Does 
" finality'' put a seal on the mental facul
ties of the Muslim, preventing their growth 
and development with the march of time? 
How far is it true that " finality " makes 
Muslim a slave of the past, living thirteen 
centuries behind-time and hence lagging 
behind in the onward march of humanity ? 
These and similar doubts which sway the 
minds of the Westernized Muslims with 
regard to the doctrine of finality betray, 
we are afraid, confusion of thought as to 
the true import of II finality " as well as 
of evolution. 

" Finality " certainly does not in any 
way interfere with the unrestricted play of 
the intellectual powers of man. The Quran 
on the other hand gives the greatest 
possible impetus, so far as the exploration 
and subjugation of the forces of nature 
goes, to the exercise of the intellect of man. 
"We have subjugated to you," says the 
Quran, "all that is in heaven and on the 
earth." Attention is repeatedly called to 
the creation of the heavenly bodies and 
the earth, to the alternation of night and 
day, the clouds, the rains, the vegetables, 
the ocean and sea-breezes and numerous 
other phenomena of nature and those who 
ponder over these and bring out the good 
that underlies them are called y 4J 111,' f 
''men of wisdom." The Quran may in fact 
be described as being the first to let loose 
the scientific spirit of ·enquiry. Anyone 
therefore who identifies Islam, with 
intellectual stagnation must be ignorant of 
the very ABC of the Quran. It was this 
spirit of intellectual freedom that made 
early Muslims torch-bearers of arts and 
sciences to a benighted world. 

The doctrine of "finality II has thus 
nothing to do with the present-day intellec
tual stagnation of the world of Islam. It 
was no part of the Prophet's mission to 
explore the forces of nature and give the 

world cut-and-dry scientific truths, That 
was left to the intellectual resources of man 
himself. Certainly the Prophet never 
claimed to be a scientist, nor does the 
finality of his message mean that he gave 
the world all the scientific truths and put 
a ••finis" to them, leaving no room for 
any further research. discovery and progress. 
That was not his sphere. All that he did, 
so far as that sphere is concerned, was to 
stimulate man's intellectual powers. " Here 
is this unbounded wealth of Nature at your 
feet,'' the Quran told man i "it is up to 
you to exert your brain power and make 
unlimited progress." There is no II finality" 
there. 

"Finality., applies only to the moral and 
spiritual sphere. In other words all the 
principles of morality and spirituality were 
revealed in their perfect form in the Holy 
Quran. Spiritual :ty attained to its highest 
perfection in the person of the Holy Pro• 
phet. So far as moral and spiritual teach
ing goee, it was given in a perfect form in 
the Quran i so far as the practice of these 
teachings was concerned, it found most 
perfect manifestation in the life of the 
Holy Prophet. This is the idea under
lying finality ? 

Is this idea incompatible with moral 
and spiritual progress ? Certainly not l 
Spiritual progress means the purification 
and edification of the soul, not the dis• 
covery of any new spiritual truths. A man 
may discover a hundred new spiritual 
truths but he may be devil incarnate, so far 
as his own soul is concerned. Spiritual pro
gress thus means soul-progress which too 
has an unlimited field of progress before it. 
The idea of "finality,'' rather than retard 
that progress, actually lends a fillip to it. 
It is a commonplace truism of psycho
logy that a man exerts himself in proportion 
to the height of the ideal before him. The 
Musalman has the most perfect of ideals 
before him in the person of the Holy 
Prophet, as taught by the doctrine of 
finality. Naturally, therefore, he has the 
greatest possible scope for soul-progress. 
Nay the Quran wants him to aim higher 
still and to have God Himself for his Ideal 
and imbue himself with His attributes.What 
does it imply? Since God is the greatest 
imaginable perfection, does it mean any 
retarding of progress to have Him for our 
moral ideal? Certainly not, On the other 
hand we start on an endless road of spirit• 
ual progress. Thus even in the field of 
morality and spirituality the doctrine 0£ 
finality is no hindrance to progress. Just 
the other way about, it opens up an end• 
less vista of progress. 
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The misunderstanding seems to arise / to test truth and it is given to no man to 
when the discovery of moral truths is made I say-" This is right because 1 say so. 
synonymous with moral progress. lt is a This is wrong because I say so." 
mistake to confuse the two. Moral truth ! This amounts to the surrender of 
as a cold precept is quite distinct from I "finality " to evolution and for the 
what is known as moral progress. The one I matter of that, of Islam to \Vesternism. 
is the product of the intellect, the other I But as discussed above there is no need 
of the application of those truths tn our I for any such surrender. The doctrine 
daily practical life. The Quran no doubt of " finality '' is in no way oppostd to 
sums up all those truths in their perfect evolution and progress. So far as the 
form-that is the idea of finality. realm of matter i:oes, that is not at all 
But that must not he misunderstood to tlie sphere of religion and n:an is Jc,ft the 
mean a stop to moral progress which is the I undisputed monarch of all he surveys. 
product of our actionH. Every day, every He has no restrictions placed 011 the 
hour, nay every minute of our life brings us free play of his inductive intellect; on 
an opportunity for moral progress. Ilence the other hand every impetus has been 
the field of moral prngrei:;s is co-extensive given to the exercise of intellect and the 
with the whole span of our life. As long exploration of Nature. \,Vhat else is 
as there is life, there is scope for moral evolution and progress? Then cames the 
and spiritual progress. The fact that the sphere of morality and spirituality. There 
Quran has reV<~aled those truths in a perfect no doubt moral truths have been perfected 
form docs 11ot in any way curtail that field both in theory and practice. But that 
of progress. too is no bar to progress ; for spiritual 

Muslim friends, therefore, inorder I progress is a matter of volition, not of 
to reconcile the doctrine of " finality " I intellection. The fact that we have got 
with that of evolution need n )t dilute [ the moral truths cut-and-dry in the Quran 
" finality " by saying that the Quran does ' places no check on our moral progress ; 
not exhaust the discovery of spiritual for that progress is the outcome of the 
truth and that truth is but a relative thing apj,lication of those truths in daily life 
changing with the change of circumstances. and hence co-extensive with !if e. Even as 
This is the virtual surrender of " finality '' a matter of intellectual precepts, the fact 
to the doctrine of evolution. The moment that the Quran gives all truths does not 
you admit that the Quran does 11ot even limit progress. Those truths are given 
define good and evil and leaves it to man's in broad principles and ample scope is 
own conscience to judge, you strike not left for the reason of man to adjust those 
only at the root of" finality" but of all principles to the actual situations of life
authority of the Quran and the Prophet. the well-known method of ijtihad. 
If good was to be judged by man's own To sum up, the Quran undoubtedly 
conscience, why, at all, did the Prophet contains all the moral and spiritual truths 
wage his crusade of " tauhid II against the and the Prophet undoubtedly presented a 
idolatry of the day which was something most perfect model of those truths. This 
quite in keeping with the conscience of the is finalih·. But rather than be a hindrance 
Arab society of the day? As Dr. Iqbal to progr.ess, this perfection is an aid to it; 
rightly puts it: for it puts a very high ideal before us which 

y,::.., y.:t;, c....., r, ~,} f we, in our daily lives, must strive to attain. 
And as we strive from day to day, we 

J:J J .J f ~ f ~ Ml f J .,-J attain to higher and higher stages of 
morality. ·what else is progress r 

Social conscience is no standard. \,Ve 
are afraid this delegation of power to 
man's own conscience is to throw open the 
flood-gates of moral anarchy. No man 
can be a law-giver unto himself. Even the 
Prophet had to bow his head to the 
authority of his revelation and could not 
afford to depend on himself, as the norm to 
judge right from wrong. The Quran has 
put on record the little incident how the 
Prophet, following his own inclination, 
once showed indifference towards a blind 
man. Divine revelation, however, soon 
came to twit him on that account. 
Revelation thus is the only un•erring norm 

How to Help 
1. Pass your copy of 

Light on to others 
the 

2. Make your friends Sub
scribe. 
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Women's Own Page 

RltSTOR/lTION OF THE WO~ltN'S 
RIOHTS-11 

(By Baron Omar Roll Ehronfols, VionM) 

[fo tl1efir~t J,art of tl,is arlt'cle Baro,& Omrrr t,oi11te,I 
out tlrnt tl1oug/i tlte e.vJ>erie11cn of otl,er women 
may l>e avai/e,l of by tlie i\l,,sli111 womeii of 
I mlia, tlie fl11al sol111io11 of tlle q11estio1& of 
their rigl,ts too11ld deJ>1md 01i persowil 
1eliberat101& 01i their oto1i part. Jo tlte prese11t 
Histalme11t lte me1kes certaill s11ggestio11s from 
him Nlf, -Edit.] 

l tant position, her missing co-operation would be 
felt more painfully than is the case now. 

I 4 These facts taken together. show that 
women's emancipntion, if practised properly, does 
not lead to the so-called masculinisation of women, 
nor. to \he no~orious •• cllirninat1on of society ", 
which m renltty takes pince only in n societ)', 

1 
where men are lacking the true female element 
so much so, that they themselves h1we to become 
" female" in order to preserve a certain balance. 
True emancipation after the Islamic pat tern of 
equal righis for women, rather leads to the 
intensification of the sound femt1le qualities in 
women, ellllhling the111 to take an active part in 
the evolution of national life. This is the \'ery 
harmonisation of both the essential elements in 
life, the 111asc111ine and the feminine one, which 

The following lines are in no way meant to the Holr Quran !limed at, when it stated that 
answer the q11estion under discussion, as they are nothing in the worh.i can endure, unlt>ss it is 
written by a man whereas we are trying to get at cnmposed of these two basic elements of life
women's own outlook on the question. They the male and the female I 
merely try to propose a sound and practical system Emancipation of women in the Islamic way, 
of investigating tha good and bad points in therefore, does not mean to give np those essential 
women's emancipatiou, q11alitie~, the "Eternal-Female" or the mmher-

1. The basic condition for unprejudiced like quality, at the feet of which the Holy Prophet 
observation is to realise, that the convention, has placed Paradise and which. accordrng to the 
which has made P11rclali a "sign of dignity and great German poet Goethe "leads to heaven ,, 
social unk " is no value in itself It is the mere This emancipation requires women to becom~ 
outcome of p;ychological attitude of mind which useful members of society, and therefore to give 
fancied the ideal women as a secluded, idle up seclusion, which _is perhaps annoying, perhaps 
treasure. It must be realised, that under different agreeable, but which at any rate produces the 
circumstances the same dignity can be attached traditional, childlike idleness and separation from 
to individt1als representing an absolutely different real life. 
actively working aud co-operative type of This social process is to be compared with the 
womanhood. process .of civil,isation among the sympathetic, 

2. Re-introduction of equal rights means con- tnno~ent 3ungle•tr.1bes, who are so very unjustly 
sequently the reintroduction of equal duties. It is despised by their shrewder, but very often less 
absolutely impossible to get more rights, without scrupulous ~rethren, who misnse the childlike, opeu• 
taking a more active part in the commou good and hearted plat?~~ss ~f t~e shy jungle tribes. Still this 
in the public welfare. If women want to I process ?f c1~1ltsatton 1s unavoidable. The peacefal 
realise economic independence, personal and foreSl•trt.bes hved harmoniously in their secluded 
matrimonial independence, the freedom of personal i foreSts ttll the hard .compe.t!tio~, the noisy labour of 
choice of husband and if women want to regain XX-century. mach1ne-c1v1hsat1on broke in and des• 
their Islamic rights of divorce out of their own troycd the time•h~ooured _old life in the jungle. 
free will, they must not only learn the Many of the .P?0 r .Jangle tribes could not staud the 
Qnranic and the secular law, but they must also cr~el compeut1on tn the new rhythm of life, They 
learn to earn their bread aud butter by their own retire~ to m<>re remote, and often less healthy parts 
activity and their own work. of their country. They often preferred a quiet and 

This means learning, fighting hard difficulties even less healt~y life under thei~ old life-conditions 
competition and-loss of leisure. • to accommodation to c~anged circumstances. But 

the new rhythm of hfe proceeded further and 
3, Increasing economic power and psycholo• further. No room was left to most of the un• 

gical independence enables a woman to exert a fortunate refugees. Our days see the most cru~I 
far greater influence ou the mau of her choice, on exter~ination, of thousan,ds of these peoples in 
the young husbaud and on her growing children. America, Africa, Australia, Indonesia and even 
Such a woman becomes a builder of the family and on Indian soil. It was only after the war that the 
even of the greater organism of the nation, to policy of G:ivernmeut started in America, 'Australia 
which she belongs, The active part, she is thus and Dutch Indonesia a movement to preserve the 
playing, increases on the other side, the burden last remnauts of the nearly exterminated "primitive 
of responsibility, lying on her shoulders. If she peoples". 
understand.s .to hear this burdeu in the true spirit Other 

II 
primitives" started the competition 

of respons1b1hty and surrender nnder the will of themselves. They accommodated to changed 
God, so characteristic of the Islamic culture then circumstances aud became victorious as did the 
her influence will be of the greatest p~ssible I~donesians from. Java, the Barmes~ and the 
advantage for her husband, her children and the htghly·educated, r1chly•talented Negroes in Africa 
future generation of the oatioo. But should she as well as in America, 
happen to forget the responsibilties of her impor• (See pag, 7) 
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Does Islam Punish Apostasy 
I 

I
, doubts in the minds of the Mnslims in rtgard to 

the truth of Islam. This verse shows that the 
Jews practised this plan for some time, 

It is indeed regretlnble thnt not only hns 
misunderstanding for long persisted with regard to 
Islam being preached llnd propagated by force but 
an equal amount of misapprehension exists ahnnt 
its laws of apostasy, There is a school of thnnght 
among the Muslims who sincerely are wedded to 
the belief that whereas Islam strictly forbids that 
a non believer be forced or coerced into accepti11g · 
Islam, it denies him the option, once he has joined 

1 

it by conversion or being born into it, of leaving 
it on pain of death, consigning to oblivion the 
patent fact that to compel a person to accept a 
religion on pain of death and to threaten him 
with death if he dared leave it, is the same tl:ing, 
If Islam disallO'AS the use of force for the purpose 
of conversion but allows it to be used against a 
person who perfers to renounce it, it must "'ith 
justice be regarded as the greatest enemy of man's 
most precious and inalienable right-his freedom 
of conscience-and must forftit any claim on the 
allegiance of all intelligent and decent people. 
But just as those who hold that Islam encourages 
the use of force for the purpose of conversion 
labour under a grievous misunderstanding, similarly 
those who maintain that Islam bars the door 
against him who wishes to leave it are the victims 
of an equally serious error. Islam stands for 
complete and unqualified freedom of conscience. 
It gives as much freedom to those who do not 
see their way to accepting it as to those who 
having once joined it want to leave it, If it holds 
human life sacred and does not allow the taking 
of it on. the score of the religious beliefs of a 
person, there could possibly be no difference in this 
respect between an unbeliever and one who has 
renounced it after having embraced it. Our article 
would remain incomplete if we failed to refer, 
even though briefly, to this aspect of the teaching 
of Islam. 

Islam does not Punish Apostates 

Just as it is not possible to find a single verse 
or authentic Jraditli of the Holy Prophet which 
expresses overt or tacit approval of the use of force 
for making a person accept Islam, similarly it is 
impossible to point to a single verse or reliable 
hadith of the Prophet which encourages or 
connives at taking the life of a person who wishes 
to renounce Islam. The teaching of Islam is as 
clear and unassailable on the one point as on the 
other. The Quran says: 

" And a party of the follol'l·ers of the Book 
say: • Believe in what has been sent down to 
those who believe, in the first part of the day, 
and deny it towards its close, perhaps they 
may go back" (3 : 11). 

Now if according to Islam apostasy were to be 
punished with death, such a plan was, 
incapable of being conceived, much lt!SS being 
carried into actual practice. The very fact that 
the Jews conceived such n plan and carried it out 
shows bl'yond the shadow of a doubt that under 
the Prophet's rule at Medina all and sundry 
enjoyed t111restric1ed freedom ns to what religion, 
they accepted and what they denied. 

Again says the Qnran :-

" How shall God gnide a people who, after 
they had believed aod bore \\itness that the 
Apostle \\ ns true, and after that clear proofs of 
his mission had reachtd them, disbelit!ved? 
God does not guide the people who tran~gress. 
Their recompense is that the curse of God 
and of angels and of all men is on them, 
Under it shall they abide for ever, their torment 
shall not be lightened, nor shall they be given, 
respite. Save those who after this repent 
and amend, for veti!y God is Gracious, Merci• 
ful. As fur those "'ho disbelieve aher having 
believtd and then increase in unbelief, their: 
repentence shall never be accepted and these 
are they who are the erring ones·• (3 : 85, 89). 

These verses are an irrefutable repudiation of. 
the charge that the pnnishment for apostasy in 
Islam is death. According to these a person could> 
accept and reject Islam with impunity as many 
times as he liked and be rendered himself liable
to no punishment. These \·erses of the Quran are 
snpported by other verses of similar connotation 
some of which we give below: 

• He who disbelieves in Allah after having 
believed, not he "ho is compelled while his 
heart is at rest on account of faith, but he 
who opens his breast for disbelief- on these 
is the wrath of God, and they shall have 
grevious chastisement" (16 : 106). 

"Surely those who believe, then disbelieve, 
again believe and agaiu di;believe, then increase 
in disbelief, God shall not forgive them nor 
guide them in the right path " (4 : 137). 

" And they will not cease fighting with you 
until they turn you back from your religion, if 
they can, and whoever of you tnrns back from 
his religion, and dies an infidel-these it is 
whose works shall be fruitless in this world, 
and in the next they shall be consigned to 
the fire" (2 : 217). 

''0 you who believe! should any of you turn 
back from his religion God will bring a people 
whom He shall love and who shall love 
Him• (5 : 54). 

This verse refers to a plan of the Jews of 
Medina to turn the Muslims away from their 
religion. Some of them would accept Islam one 
day nod renounce it the next day, thinking that in 
this way they would be successful in creating 

Verses of identical import can easily be 
multiplied and there is no mention, even no hint, 
express or implied, in these verses, to show that 
Islam punishes apostasy with death. The Quran 
being the primary source of the Islamic law and 
the question of apostasy being one of paramount 
im,portance, the total absence of the mention of 
any kind of punishment to be accorded to those 

I who give up Islam in the Quran establishes 
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conclusively the fact that Islam gives to a person 
as much freedom in rejecting and renouncing 
it as it gives him in accepting it. 

Hadith Supports the Quran 
The H aditl, is second only to the Quran as 

a source of Islamic law and so if a l,aditli 
were to be found prescribing death or for that 
matter any kind of punishment for apostates, it 
being evidently in conflict with the clear, express 
and unequivocal injunctions of the Quran will be 
rejected as apocryphal, But the fact is that the 
upholders of the view that Islam punishes apostasy 
with death h11ve not been able to get hold of 
a single authentic Hying of the Holy Prophet sup
porting or substantiating it. In this respect the 
Hadith gives the Qurau its fullest support. The 
fact that B11khari, the most reliable and authentic 
collection of the sayings of the Holy Prophet, 
deals in two separate chapters with two kinds of 
apostates shows that there are apostates aud 
11postates and the injunctions of the Quran in 
regard to one are quite different from those that 
apply to the other, The one chapter is entitled 
as l{itab al-Moharibin min ahl al-Rttfr wal-ridda 
(the chapter dealing with those unbelievers and 
apostates who tight against the Muslims) and the 
other bears the heading kitab istitaba al muatiidin 
wal-m11rtaddin wa qitalihim, the chapter dealing 
with the repentence of the enemies and the 
apostates and fighting with them.-(B11khari, 
Para 28, pages 1, 54). The classification of 
apostates under two separate headings, i.e., those 
that fight again~t the Muslims and those who do 
not, clears the whole confusion that bas existed 
with respect to the kind of punishment Islam 
metes out to the apostates. Islam has no cause 
or justification to quarrel with the beliefs of a 
person. He may join it whenever he likes and 
leave it when it ceases to satisfy his conscience or 
reason. Islam will not carp or cavil at him. But 
if the Muslim State is at war with a non-Muslim 
State and a Muslim deserts to the enemy's camp, 
for snch an apo3tate Islam has prescribed death 
as penalty and this penalty, iu fact, is not for the 
rejection of the faith of Islam but for desertion 
in time of war from the Muslim army and joining 
the force of the enemy and death is regarded as a 
proper punishment for a deserter even in the 
present so-called civilized 20th century. The fact 
that Islam finds no fault with a person who 
renounces it and goes to a people who are in 
alliance with the Muslims or if not in actual 
alliance are not at war· with them, kuocks the 
bottom out of the foolish charge that death is the 
penalty in Islam for au apostate, The Quran 
says: 

"Except those who seek an asylum with a 
people with whom you are in alliance, or those 
who come to you, their hearts shrinking from 
fighting you or fighting their own people. Had 
God pleased, He would have given them power 
over you, so that they would have made war 
up.on you, therefore if they withdraw from you 
aud do not fight you and offer you peace, then 
God bas not given you a way against them." 

-(4: 90). 
Instances are not wanting of people who 

accepted Islam at the bands of the Holy Prophet 

hut for some reason or other renounced it and left 
Medina and the Prophet was naturally grieved at 
their apostasy hut did not, in any manner, interfere 
with their choice. "An illiterate Arab of the 
desert," relates Bukhari Fatlt-ttl•Bari, V. 13, 
p. 173), "came to Medina and accepted Islam at 
the hands of the Holy Prophet, Then he fell 
sick and thinking that the fever was due to his 
becoming a Muslim came to the Prophet and 
said, • give me h1ck my pledge of allegiance'. 
The Prophet refused, the man repeated his 
demand. The ansl\er again was an emphatic no, 
Then the man left Medina. L'pon this said the 
Prophet of God: " Medina is like a furnace which 
clears gold of dross. It throws out filth and dirt 
and keeps back what is pure," 

-Tltc Revici" of Religions. 

(To be Co,iti1111ed> 

(Co11ti1111ed from page 5} 

The two possibilities, open before the Islamic 
womanhood may perhaps be compared with the 
process of penetration as mentioned above. If 
the Muslim women of India retire more and more 
in the loneliness of Pt1rdah, instead of following 
the example of their Turkish, Persian, Albanian 
and Egyptian sisters, the unavoidable consequence 
will be that they will be culturally isolated not 
only from the great civilisation of humanity, but 
even from the Islamic compartment of the uni· 
versil human civilisation, But if, on the othec 
side, the Muslim women take up the fight, if they 
remember the Old Quranic teachings and re
introduce their Islamic rights and with them their 
equal duties, their equal share in social life ; theo 
the regeneration of the whole Indian nation, if not 
of the whole humanity, will get the greatest and at 
the same time the best impetus, 

It is the Muslim womanhood alone, which 
can and will finally decide, whether the Muslim 
culture will retire more and more into separatiou 
even from their own progressive members, in order 
to preserve, what is now considered to be the 
traditional form of life, and-die out; or whether 
the Muslim culture will take an active and cons
tructive part in the solution of the new life's 
problems, and-will rise I 

It is the MtlSlim women alone, who will have 
to decide, which of these two ways will be the 
way of the Islamic Culture in the coming centuries. 
Nobody can advise her, - if not her own conscious
ness. All other sources of information may be 
useful, for informing. But decision must come 
from the Muslim woman's own heart, from the 
Muslim woman's own consciousness alone I 

It is therefore the truly religious indepen
dence of thought in the individual Muslim women, 
which alone can realise, that it was deepest 
insight into the rules of life and supreme wisdom, 
which made Islam the first monotheistic religion, 
pronouncing that equal rights and equal duties of 
women are the pillars on which rests personal as 
well as the common happiness of mankind. 

-
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Questions & Answers the coming generations of Islam all the world 
_ over just as he was the Teacher and Purifier of 

G. H. Malik, Rawalplndl those Ummiyyio among whom he was raised, It 
has no reference whatsoever to any second advent 

I. What is meant by Farz in prayer and of the Prophet. Nor does it leave any room for 
what by Sunnat? Is there any difference between the reappearance of Jesus Christ; for if the latter 
them ? should at any time reappear, he, not the Holy 

A. Farz is obligatory, being in fulfilment of Prophet Muhammad, would be the Teacher and 
God's command to say prayer. S111mat is the Purifier of Muslims,-a contingency debarred by 
prayer which the Prophet said over and above the this verse which declares the Prophet to be the 
Farz and obligatory only in a lesser degree, While Teacher and Purifier of Muslims for all time to 
on a journey the Farz is reduced to half, but the come This also precludes all possibility of the 
Sunnat is altogether dropped. advent of another prophet. 

2 The Holy Quran nowhere mentions the (Contimicd from p. 1) 
number of Rakaats or of prayers to be performed for this great cause is in no way inferior to the 
in a day. Then how is it that we fi nd people enthusiasm of your brethren here in India, who 
performing prayers five tiines and in fixed number have come in direct touch with the great reformer 
of Rakaats? or with those who sat at his feet and drank deep 

A. The Quranic injunction was translated from the fountain of Islamic knowledge which he 
by the Prophet in action and it is from his practice made to fiow. I heartily congratulate you for the 
that the number of prayers and Rakaats has come zeal with which you are working and pray with, 
down. all earnestness that God may bless you with still 

3. Is not the prayer recited in sitting posi• greater zeal for the spread of His religion and that 
sition after completing two Rakaats an after He may give you greater strength of heart to 
addition, as its subject matter clearly shows? c:irry on this noble work in the face of all difficul• 

A Yes it seems so. ties. 
4. How do you interpret the verse " Assala• Need I assure you, dear brethren, that the 

,noalaika ayyohantiabeyyo wa rahmatr,llahe wa heart of the great Mujaddid, the founder of the· 
barakatoh,i "? Is it a prarer or salutation ? Ahmadiyya Movement, burned with but one 

A. It is a prayer, not salutation. It invokes desire- viz., that Islam should be the predominant 
God's peace and blessing on the Prophet. religion of the world, and whoever came in touch 

5. The Shia people treat sunnat Rakaats as with him received a spark from the Divine blaze, 
tiaf als ; which they say are not necessary to com• As his followers it is your duty to keep this fire· 
plete the prayer but are optional and may be per- burning so that those who come in contact with 
formed as many Rakaats as one likes. The you may not ouly feel that you are inspired by 
explanation they put forth in this connection looks that noble sentiment, but may also receive that 
reasonable and sound. They say that only the inspiration from you. 
prayer that was compulsory for the Prophet him• The cause which you have vowed to support 
self, i.e, Farz Rakaats can be held compulsory is the cause of righteousness, the cause of Truth, 
-and binding on the Ummat (followers); every the cause Divine-carrying the message of Islam, 
thing else the Prophet did of his ~wn ~ccor~ to the farthest ends of the world. It is the very 
is optional. Please say how far this view ts thing which the Holy Prophet Muhammad had in 
correct? view. But remember that the cause of righteousness-

A. Swmat prayer may not be compulsory in needs the greatest sacrifices and has always met 
the sense in which Farz is but it should not with the severest opposition, You know that our 
detract from its value. Even mid-night prayer, Holy Prophet and his noble companions devoted 
tahajjttd is not obligatory but it has a spiritual their whole lives and sacrificed all they had, and 
value greater than Farz. Fars is the minimum of they had to suffer the greatest hardships · and to• 
prayer and no devout soul should be content with undergo the severest trials in spreading Islam. As 
a bare minimum. Prayer is a ladder, according true sons of Islam we must inherit both. Truth 
to a haditli, along which a believer rises heaven• and suffering are a joint heritage, as the Holy 
ward. The more rungs one scales, the better. Quran says : J'.a} ti I :,"' I:} ., ,_,...JI,'! , .. I,; , 
A Raka'at may be takeo as one rtrng of the ladder. " Who enjoin on each other truth And 
Sb. Ghulam Ghaw•, Cuttak · enjoin on each other patience." 

1, I{indly refer to the verses 2 and 3 Sura• I The Muslims were very few then,. and to-day 
Jrimu'ali (eh. 62) of the Holy Quran, the 3rd verse they are four hundred or five hundred millions, 
being "And others from among them who have not but so far as the work of delivering the message 
yet joined them ". The Prophet is here declared of Islam is concerned they are not doing a 
to be the teacher and purifier not only of his hundredth, not even a thousandth part of what 
immediate generation, but also of all subsequent the first champions of the cause of Islam did. 
generations, the significance being that he would Why ? Because they are not making the sacrifices 
continue to be the spiritual teacher to humanity which the great cause requires, and because they 
and the Quran will contimte to he the Book are not willing to suffer any hardship for Islam •. 
of wisdom to the end of the time. Has the This burden therefore now falls on the shoulders• 
verse any signiacance of the second advent of the of a small band of the followers of the Mujaddid, 
Prophet Muhammad as interpreted by the Qadiani and I hope they will be faithfnl to the great troth,. 
group ? and prefer the honour of Islam before everything 

A.. The verse says that the Holy Prophet else. 
Mohammad will be the Teacher and Purifier of alt MaHAMMAD ALI 

Pnnted by M. Y. Khan at Rlpon Printing Pre11, Bull Road. Lahore and Published by htm from 
n. Llgl,t Office, Ahmadtyya Butldmp. Labore, Editor :-M. Y. Kul'\.N, 
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